New Panfish harvest regulation from 25 bag limit to 10 bag limit Lake Jacqueline aka Lake Glisezinski

Proposing a new panfish harvest regulation on pan fish for lake Jacqueline aka Lake Glisezinski; 987100. At present, Lake Jacqueline/Lake Glisezinski in Portage County so people know is subject to daily bag limit of 25 pan fish per day. With the current bag limits and fishing pressure of this relatively small fishery, a quality panfish fishery remain difficult to maintain. A smaller bag size would make our goal to maintain/improve panfish size structure and abundance for quality fishing opportunities.

I would like to propose changing the current 25 daily bag limit to a 10 daily bag limit( all species in aggregate) for pan fish on Lake Jacqueline. The purpose of this regulation change is to maintain and improve panfish size structure and population abundance. Our Lake Jacqueline District fish committee is actively pursuing habitat improvements in an effort to support the goals associated with the new harvest regulation.

Would you support the proposed regulation change to secure the future of the fishery of Lake Jacqueline/Glisezinski by changing the bag limit from 25 panfish per day to a bag limit of 10 panfish per day?

Cynthia d adams
7138 Jacqueline Lake Lane
Custer, WI 54423
224715-1110
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Portage County

Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31-19.39, Wis. Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will only be used by the Department for administrative purposes.

Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.